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Tin audio t3 india

TIN HiFi is located in Dongguan, Guangdong Province, and was founded in 2010 with an independent production facility and R&amp;D team. For many years they have been engaged in OEM/ODM operations at home and abroad. In 2017, they officially launched their own brand which in English is
TINHIFI, and in Chinese is Everyday. T1 and T2 products were released in October, and they have been well received by audiophiles at home and abroad. Their dream is to let the world's small partners enjoy high-quality sound. Let high-quality music no longer be a luxury, so everyone can listen to every
day. Loading... Tin Audio is such an unfortunate name for a brand. No? I mean, the word Tin evokes all kinds of negative emotions in the audiophile world. That said, Tin Audio as a brand has made some of the most awesome-sounding mid-range IEMs in recent times. I reviewed the incredible T2 last
year and after using his successor – T3 – I am convinced that it is definitely a marked improvement. And you know what, I didn't think Tin Audio could actually do it. Let's get the review up and running. Tin Audio T3: design, fit, and specifications box packaging is, in typical Tin Audio mode, elegant and
attractive. The blue bookcase-like cover has a transparent cutout to show off the individual headphone devices in all their glory. That's the hook. Inside you get the detachable MMCX cable, which has been thickened with a 5N eight-core oxygen-free copper-plated silver cable. It's extremely sturdy and
looks pretty flashy too. This cable has a Y-split from where the individual right and left channel cables get separated. The cable also ends at a straight jack that is extremely stable built. It has a marble-like design on the insert, which looks strange considering it veers away from the entire golden design
aesthetic of IEMs. By the way, there is no microphone because T3 is a real audiophile pair of IEMs. The earphones themselves are made of metal making them extremely sturdy. You have to loop the thread over your ears and I would have liked a softer outer casing to make it feel more comfortable.
However, even the default thread is not uncomfortable or anything. I could wear for hours on end without much discomfort. I preferred to use foam tips for a better sealing and improved base response. However, you can use silicon tips, which come in three different sizes. Finding the right fit for the ears
should not be a problem, unlike foam tips. Inside the headphones you have a 10mm dynamic woofer and a 6mm tweeter, in a dual driver setup. And, these headphones work in a frequency range of 12-40000Hz. Tin Audio T3: Sound Quality When it comes to improving the sound signature from a
previous generation product, Tin Audio delivers and how. With the new T3 audio profile, you can be sure that Tin Audio is listening to consumer feedback. It is had a fairly neutral sound signature over the frequency spectrum but the treble became a bit too sibilant and the bass lacked punch. Tin Audio
has fixed that in T3. T3's signature is one that is analytical, bright and extremely detailed. Tin Audio is clearly going for clarity here. The silence lacks all the noise artifacts and all you get is a crystal clear sound space for you to enjoy your music. The image and stereo separation, as a result of this clean
sound, is extremely precise and accurate. The only problem I had with T3 is sound-staging is almost non-existent. There are also times when the treble feels slightly sibilant (the S sounds are more pronounced) but it's not as bad as T2. The bass is tighter now and I had a blast listening to DMVU's latest
single Trunk. The distribution of each section and sonic high that you get when the pace drops can't really be explained by words. You can't help but groove to the odd arrangement of sounds that hit a crescendo at multiple points in the song. But yes, you don't get much quantity in the bass that's on
something like Soundsly Appaisant. Mids are clean too with a small peak in the upper midrange region. When this is mixed with the treble peak, the area of the frequency curve it becomes annoying to listen to. Audiophiles will possibly like this audio signature. I really did. T3's sound signature is suited for
any genre of music really. I absolutely enjoyed listening to Dave Grohl's signature throaty growl in The Walk of the Foo Fighter and the extra sweetness of Minmini's vocals in Chinna Chinna Aasai from Roja. Overall, T3 is the best sounding Tin Audio product to date. Are you going to buy The Tin Audio
T3? The Tin Audio T3, at the time of publication of this review, is not available on headphonezone.in because it is in stock. It's pretty unfortunate really. But you can pick one up Amazon or one of the Chinese e-commerce sites like Alibaba or Gearbest. Or, you can also get it from Linsoul. You can get a
good deal on one for around $60, which roughly translates to around Rs 4,200. This makes it an incredible deal and a complete value for money option. Especially, given the excellent sound signature that you get with it. The price of 1More Triple Driver has also dropped to around Rs 7,000 now making it
a great option if you want something that sounds more musical. Then there's the HiFiman RE-400 that makes for another great pair of analytical IEMs. Then there are a smattering of KZ options like ZS6, AS06, ZS10, AS10, BA10.the list is virtually endless. They all sound great too but my only concern is
that you don't get the premium feel and quality that you get with the Tin Audio T3. Overall, T3 definitely makes it to my list of the 3 IEMs around the Rs 5000 mark and there are no two ways about it. This story is auto-aggregated by a computer program and has not been created or edited by Dailyhunt.
Publisher: Mr.Phone TinHIFI T3 Premium Single Knowles BA and Single PU+PEK Dynamic Hybrid Driver In Ear Earphones Premium CNC-machined metal design and detachable gold plated OFC SPC MMCX Cables Bundle 1= T3 Earphone Bundle2= T3 Earphone x1 + TinHiFi IEM Case x1 + Blue
Earplugs x3 Tin HIFI T3 n Listen dash and Enjoy Music Every Day. Tin HIFI T3 is guaranteed to give you an exceptional and enjoyable musical experience, all day, every day. Housed in brushed CNC machines all metal shells that not only feel premium but also built with comprehensive quality control to
ensure first-class build quality. The 1.25m 5N 8core oxygen-free copper (OFC) Silver-Plated cable supplied bearingwith the Tin HIFI T3 gives it a clean and noise-free sound and herringbone braid ensures trouble-free storage and on-the-go use. IMPRESSIVE SOUND QUALITY: With a single Knowles
Balanced Armature and Single PU+PEK Dynamic driver configuration, the tin HIFI T3 presents sibilant-free high frequency, good bass performance while providing precise-sounding midrange. The Tenn HIFI T3 continues to build on the excellent sound performance made by the massively acclaimed Tin
HIFI T2 and T2 Pro. SOLID METAL BUILD: With the use of industry leading CNC machined all metal headphone housings with precision and accuracy assembly. The Tin HIFI T3 is ideal for satisfying your daily dose of audiophile quality audio with a peace of mind that it wonrsquot pause any time soon.
NUMEROUS EARTIP SELECTION: To ensure the wide variety of ear sizes and shapes along with a preference for different eartip materials, the Tin HIFI T3 comes with many eartip choices ranging from full foam plastic to solid silicon core in different sizes to match everyonersquo's choice.
CUSTOMIZABLE: Sporting the completely reliable MMCX connectors and enhanced with gold plating. The Tin HIFI T3 gives users the freedom to explore and discover much more skilled signature sounds by combining different cable options to ensure synergy with your audiophile equipment is
uncompromising. PRECISE SOUND WITH GREAT SOUNDTAGE: Designed to produce a precise and refined sound signature by utilizing the technology of the included Knowles Balanced Armature along with a PU+PEK Dynamic membrane. Tin HIFI T3 will not only provide a correct sound but also
unmatched sound suit at its price point. DUAL SIDE VENTS: To maximize the use of PU+PEK Dynamic membranes, the Tin HIFI T3 made sure to go with an already tested design by adding not only one but two side valves to give the PU+ PEK Dynamic membrane the much needed spatial ability to
recreate the sound up it was designed to produce. HIGH QUALITY 1.2M 5N 8CORE OFC SILVER-PLATED CABLE: The Tin HIFI T3 comes with high quality 1.25m 5N 8core oxygen-free oxygen-free Mr . Silver plated cable that underwent stringent stress tests factory to ensure that it handles the most
demanding use. The 5N 8core oxygen free copper (OFC) Silver-Plated cable was also carefully tested and observed to ensure that the full potential sound signature of the Tin HIFI T3 is achieved. EXTREMELY COMFORTABLE FEEL: Retaining the brand Tin HIFI design language, Tin HIFI T3 guarantees
an almost weightless and stemless wearing experience combined with the many ear tip options to achieve the best IEM sealing, comfort and insulation so you can be alone with your music, anytime, anywhere. Tin Audio/TinHiFi Driver Unit: 10mm Dynamic + Knowles BA Frequency Response:
10ndash40,000 Hz Sensitivity: 95 dB+/- 3dB Impedance: 16 Ohms Plug: 1/8 in (3.5mm) Carbon Cable: 4.1 feet (1.25m) 5N 8-core OFC-plated silver Interface: MMCX © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates CASE New (Old Version)by linsoul Free Delivery on ALL products without minimum
purchase value 180 Days Warranty Exclusively offered, everything purchased from us is covered under 180 days warranty Top-notch support Our sales chat support is available to ensure that your purchase is smoothly Secure payments We use the most popular payment gateways trusted by consumers
worldwide to ensure that your checkout is safe &amp; secure
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